MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
POLICY BOARD MEETING
Ma1tin Cow1ty Board of County Commissioner Chambers
240 I S.E. Monterey Road
Stuart, FL 34996
(772) 22 1-1498

www.martinmpo.com
Monday, May 18, 2015 @ 9:00 A.M.
Minutes

1. CALL TO ORDER.
The Chair, Mr. Troy McDonald called the meeting was called to order at 9:00 AM.
2. PRAYER- Reverend James Brocious, Stuart Alliance Church

3. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
4. ROLLCALL
Members in Attendance:
Troy McDonald, City of Stuart Commissioner
Sarah Heard, Vice-Chair, Martin County Board of County Commissioners
Eula R. Clarke, City of Stuart Commissioner
Vi1my Barile, Town of Sewall's Point Commissioner
John Haddox, Martin County Board of County Commissioners (arrived 9: 12 a.m.)
Doug Smith, Martin County Board of County Commissioners
Anne Scott, Martin County Board of County Commissioners
EX-OFFICIO
Hilary McKeich, Indiantown
Members Excused:
None.
Members Absent:
None.
Staff in Attendance:
Beth Beltran, MPO Administrator
Margaret H. Brassard, Administrative Specialist II
Bolivar Gomez, Senior Associate Planner
Others in Attendance:
Reverend James Brocious, Stuart Alliance Church
Lisa Maack, FDOT
Don Donaldson, MC
Terry Rauth, MC
Stewart Robertson, Kimley Horn
Lidia Dinkova, Stuart News.
A quorum was present for this meeting.
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5. APPROVE AGENDA
A motion was made by Ms. Sarah Heard to approve the Agenda. Ms. Anne Scott
offered a second to the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
6. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Ms. Sarah Heard made a motion to approve the minutes of the April 20, 2015
meeting. Ms. Eula Clarke provided a second. No additions or deletions were made.
The motion passed unanimously.
7. PUBLIC COMMENTS
(PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO THREE MINUTES; COMPLETE CARD TO COMMENT)

None.

8. BUSINESS ITEMS
A. UPDATED PLANNING JOINT PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT
Ms. Beltran advised that this is the next step for the Martin Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) redesignation. She stated that the Interlocal Agreement was
recently approved by the MPO Policy Board, the Board of County Commissioners, the
City of Stuart Commission, and the Town of Sewall ' s Point. It has been executed by
the District Secretary of the Florida Department of Transpo1tation (FDOT) and
recorded in the Martin County. She said now the Joint Participation Agreement (JPA)
that the MPO has with FDOT for the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
Planning Funds needs to be executed. Ms. Beltran advised that these funds are an
allocation based on the MPO, which follows the Federal and State Guidelines. She
said the funds do not require a local match and they fund 98% of the activities of the
MPO. Staff does request approval of this document and advised that she wi ll answer
any questions.
A motion was entertained by Ms. Sarah Heard which was seconded by Mr. Doug
Smith. There were no objections. The motion passed unanimously.
B. DRAFT FY2015/16- FY2019/20 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM (TIP)
Ms. Beltran advised that the Draft FY2016 through FY2020 Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP) was included in the Agenda Package which is the final
step in the annual funding process. She said that the fw1ding cycle begins with the
Board approved List of Project Priorities (LOPP) in July, fo llowed by the Tentative
Work Program (WP) in December, and first and final drafts of the TIP. Ms. Beltran
continued with her presentation, noting that staff followed the required Public
Involvement Process (PIP) to adve1tise in the local newspaper, post the draft to the
website and display copies at each of the County libraries beginning May l , 2015. She
pointed out that there were some issues with the screenshots from FDOT' s Central
Office in that they didn' t have the two correct snapshots on SR 710. She clarified that
the SR 710 project shown on page 78 west of Indiantown had some eminent domain
issues in the past while the project on page 79 was actually an error and has been
removed from the WP. Ms. Hilary McKeich, the Indiantown representative stated that
Indiantown does support the SR71 O/Warfield Blvd. project from the Martin Power
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Plant to 609. The community requests that the shared use path continue inside the
Right-of-Way (ROW) and not jut out into the private property. Ms. Beltran asked if
an update from the FDOT Project Manager would be helpful to the Board. Ms. Heard
affirmed. Ms. McKeich added that currently FDOT is working on passing lanes from
Fox Brown Road to the Power Plant. Ms. Beltran clarified that the passing lanes were
to improve mobility without moving ahead with the larger project. It was concurred
by the Board that having an update from the Project Manager at the next Board
meeting would be beneficial. Mr. Smith expressed concerns that the Scenic Highway
designation ends at the point where the hard left is taken and that it doesn' t go all the
way to the end of SR 714. That way when it is time for construction of the
realignment, a roadblock is circumvented because the designated scenic highway
doesn' t extend to that point. Ms. Beltran said that they worked closely with the District
on that project and discussed this matter with them during the Scenic Highway
application process. Mr. Smith said his next concern is the Murphy Road Bridge. He
raised this question recently at a Board of County Commissioner's meeting during the
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) discussion. Mr. Smith refreshed the Board's
memories that there will be 3,000 new homes built just north of the Palm City
boundary, inquiring as to what that means to the corridor and to the Murphy Road
Bridge. Mr. Smith stated that he's seeking this information now instead of waiting
five years down the road when we've built a replacement bridge for today's traffic
only to find that something larger would be needed. Ms. Beltran said when the
consultant presents the Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) it will be covered at
that time. Ms. Heard said that when the Project Manager is speaking on the proposed
expansions on SR 710 West of Indiantown have them discuss what their plans are for
Warfield Boulevard, as there have been unsati sfactory discussions regarding Warfield
in the past, and she wants to ensure FOOT is not planning to widen the road losing the
pedestrian friendliness. Ms. Beltran said it can be addressed but as of now it is not in
the five year plan. Ms. Heard referenced TIP Page 95, and said the I-95 and SR 714
interchange project includes $1.5 million in landscaping funds. She stated that it is an
extraordinary waste of funds and asked if any of those funds could be reprogrammed
into something more meaningful. Ms. Beltran said it was discussed during the review
of the Tentative Work Program and the advisory committees agree. She added that the
District is using State funds, and it is a State priority to improve the major corridors of
regional significance. Mr. McDonald asked who maintains that State landscaping.
Ms. Beltran said that "theoretically" the State does. Ms. Heard asked about the $2.2
million intersection improvement on Martin Highway. Ms. Beltran said that it's an
intersection improvement to help mobility on SR 714. She refreshed the Board's
memories as to the MPO's CMP practices to improve the mobility of a roadway
without expanding capacity. Ms. Heard requested an explanation of project A-28
which shows projects that are to be fully State and Federally funded yet the CIP shows
$186,000 of local funds. Ms. Beltran said that she would defer to the County for that
response as it is her understanding that it is for the design and survey expenses that are
not included in this budget. Ms. Heard inquired as to why something that is fully
funded would not include design and survey expenses requiring County funds. Ms.
Terry Rauth [Martin County Deputy County Engineer] explained that on many
projects the County performs surveys or designs "in-house" because when the County
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manages a project as opposed to FDOT the overall costs are a lot less, allowing the
Collilty to complete more of their priorities. When FDOT performs these activities,
the cost is significantly higher, resulting in fewer proj ects being completed. Ms.
Heard said that the same is true for the Murphy Road Bridge replacement as the
CoWlty is expending $4 70,000 on a "fully funded" project. Ms. Rauth stated that the
County budgeted a little more on the Murphy Road project, and it is approximately
90% designed. Ms. Rauth said that when projects such as this are completed using
County expertise, FDOT will reimbw-se the Collilty for the CEL Ms. Heard inquired if
the CIP sheet was incorrect. Mr. Donaldson [Mru.1in County Engineering Department
Director] reminded the Board that there is no obligation for the State to do these
projects; the only reason for their participation is because staff asked the MPO Board
to consider these projects as one of their priorities to get on the list. Normally, these
projects would be under the obligation of the Cow1ty, and staff has requested that the
projects get placed in the ranking. Initially, these were solely County projects but by
virtue of the MPO listing them as a priority, they are now FDOT's projects. The
CoWlty' s success of job completion is improved if the County cost shares due to the
fixed funds. Ms. Heard said she didn't expect an answer but asked what the Witham
Field Runway Protection Zone Clearing is that is shown on page 133 item C-12,
stating that she' s not sure the CoWlty should spend $5,000 on this project. She stated
that she' ll find out later. Ms. Clarke noted that the TIP and the LRTP is in the libraries
and on the website for public involvement. She inquired as to what response has been
received. Ms. Beltran said there were comments from the advisory committees but not
from the public as of yet. Ms. Clarke inquired about the Murphy Road Bridge project.
Mr. Smith suggested that for the projects where the County is matching funds,
possibly the MPO could provide a chart/graph to clearly show the County/State match.
Mr. McDonald also expressed concerns about Warfield Boulevard. If this happened, it
could be devastating to that community.

Ms. Eula Clarke made a motion to approve the Draft FY 2015/16 - FY 2019/20
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) including directing staff to compose
a letter for the signature of the Chair regarding the status of Warfield Boulevard
and to have the Project Manager for SR 710 make an update on this project. The
motion received a second by Mr. Smith. The motion passed unanimously.
C. 2040 LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN (LRTP) DRAFT NEEDS
PLAN
Ms. Beltran stated that Mr. Stewart Robertson, from Kimley Hom was here to provide
an update on the 2040 LRTP Draft Needs Plan, the regional transportation model and
the public involvement effo11s. Mr. Robertson provided a Project overview of the
timeline and said the team is developing the Needs Plan and an analysis of Financial
Resources which will be followed with the Cost Feasible Plan (CFP). Mr. Robertson
updated the Board on the LRTP public involvement activities and stated that there are
three components to the Needs Plan: Non-motorized (Bike/Ped), Transit and
Roadway. Mr. Robertson went on to present the Non-motorized Needs Plan. Ms.
Heard asked about the proposed shared use paths between Cove and Bridge Roads.
Mr. Robe11son advised that they would be off road trails, through parks or other
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connecting lands in the central and southern parts of the County which were identified
in the Bike/Ped Action Plan. He noted that there have been some preliminary
meetings with representatives from Jonathon Dickenson State Park (JDSP) to identify
potential areas within the park for that portion of the corridor ant to ensure that the
projects do not impact environmentally sensitive areas. Ms. Heard addressed the area
specifically between Cove and Bridge Roads inquiring if thi s was going to be a paved
path. Mr. Robertson affirmed saying that generally shared use paths are paved and
between J0 to J4 feet wide for pedestrians and cyclists use. Ms. Clarke expressed
concerns as not all of that property is under public ownership. Ms. Heard concurred
adding that she too has reservations. Mr. Robe1tson said that is a concern, however,
the Needs Plan communicates only the needs plan, not an implementation plan. More
detailed studies would have to be conducted before it could be moved into an
implementation status. Ms. Beltran advised that the Bicycle and Pedestrian Action
Plan was instrumental in JDSP recently securing the Federal Land Acquisition
Program (FLAP) Grant adding that by having the desired trail listed in the Action Plan
showing the connection to the southern portion of the East Coast Greenway, it
increases the possibilities of getting funded if the community supports it. Ms. Scott
looked at the shared use path on the northern end of Jupiter Island stating that it has no
access, one side is Federal property the other a State Park. She can' t justify
recommending a paved path in a State Park that can't be reached. Mr. Robertson
clarified that the access to that is through Beach Road north of Bridge Road. Ms.
Scott continued that one would reach the Fish and Wildlife area . She inquired if the
path goes through the Fish and Wildlife area. He said the path is primarily intended to
be through the State Park. Ms. Scott reminded that access cannot be obtained without
cooperation of Jupiter Island and the Fish and Wildlife Service. Ms. Beltran stated
that the BPAC was supportive of this project. Ms. Scott commented that the BPAC
has decided that Martin needs a path on the north end of Jupiter Island through these
two areas and if this Board adopts this we are agreeing that this path is needed, but we
don' t need a path that doesn' t have access. Mr. Barile said that there are existing bike
lanes across the bridge going to Sewall's Point, are any upgrades anticipated as the
lanes have become blended with the roadway. Mr. Robertson advised that he is of the
opinion that FOOT is reviewing the lanes over the bridge but he is not sure about the
Ocean Drive section. He said that the LRTP is primarily looking at capacity
enhancements to facilities, not necessarily the maintenance or improvements of these
facilities but he has heard that FOOT is recommending some enhancements. Mr.
Barile asked that he be provided with that information should he get it, as he's only
aware of a 150 foot portion being considered to be painted green. Mr. Smith referred
back to the path on Jupiter Island. He said that the trail would extend from the Fish
and Wildlife parking lot, north to the end of the Island to a boardwalk crossover that
leads to the entry way of St. Lucie Inlet State Park. Mr. Smith added that this would
provide access to a park that currently has little access other than by kayak or boat so
one could walk or bike the length of the island. Mr. Robertson affirmed. Mr. Smith
asked about the section crossing Bridge Road to the Island are there any details or is it
just the recognition or need to have a trail through there. Mr. Robertson said he
thought the idea was to widen the existing sidewalk on the north side to provide a
shared use path. Mr. Smith said that the Island is considering a preservation ordinance
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with a joint agreement so that the existing trees are not disrupted. The Island is
extremely sensitive to anything happening in that area. Mr. Smith said that we should
have further testing to see if it's a good or bad idea as there are numerous questions
one being if the land is public or private. He inquired as to the number of people who
had input into this project. Mr. Robertson said of the total number of people at the
workshops, who have provided input on the website, or who have been engaged
through the website, we can show 2,000 website hits though it cannot differentiate a
return visit. He cannot give a solid total, though approximately 300 have participated
in the Martin Mobility Bucks activity. Mr. Smith asked what the next steps would be
as he doesn' t really want to see it end here but more needs to be learned. Mr.
Robertson said that the Needs Plan doesn' t mandate that anything happen, it's only
reflecting that various different sources have identified that it would be a viable
project. Discussion ensued about the pros and cons of the trail. Ms. Beltran provided
a detailed history of the BP AC Action Plan, explaining that many organizations were
given the opportunity to provide input, including the CRA and the City of Stuart. Ms.
Beltran stated that a lot of work and effort goes into these projects and maps. She said
it is a plan tooling and maybe it could lead to future funding. It was determined that
the three maps distributed would be addressed individually. Ms. Scott request that this
be returned to staff as she is uncomfortable calling it a "need" when it's a "want." Ms.
Scott made a motion to refer this back to staff to clarify that this is what the
cyclists envision as their desires, and that it goes for input from municipalities
and involved communities. Ms. Beltran clarified that this has been approved by the
BPAC which includes representatives from the City of Stuart, Commi ssion appointees
as well as some special interest groups. Ms. Scott specified that the BPAC committee
should not be the strongest voice, and the input from the communities involved needs
to be sought. Ms. Heard advised that this disturbs her as it' s not a "needs" plan it is a
"wants" plan. She said it would be nice to have these connections but when it goes
into the PD&E phase Ma1tin will spend a lot of money on a project that may never be
realized. She expressed that she didn' t want to waste tax dollars detennining whether
or not a shared use path would be used from Cove to Bridge Road. Ms. Heard said
that she deems these proposals as impractical. Mr. Robertson advised that many
projects would not make it into the Cost Feasible Plan (CFP) as the Needs Plan should
be a much broader vision. The Cost Feasible Plan is really the implementation plan for
the LRTP. Mr. Smith provided a second to Ms. Scott's Motion adding that it
would be worthy to allow the various municipalities to provide them the
opportunity to provide input and if they said "No way" it ends there, but if they
express interest, we check it out more. Mr. Barile agreed that going through the
communities again would be best. Mr. McDonald likes the overall trail and notes the
increase in the cycling community by the number of bicycle shops that have opened
recently. He added that a recent article said that cycling has created over 650,000 jobs
in Europe, so he sees the potential. He has concerns over the areas with private
prope1ty and the path on Jupiter Island so he supports the motion to bring it back. He
added that he attended a recent workshop and cycling, bike lanes, walkways and
greenways was overwhelmingly discussed and supported by the public that it does
seem to warrant further consideration. He asked staff to research how some of these
trails through the environmentally sensitive lands fit in with the County' s Comp Plan
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to ensure consistency.
unanimously.

The question was called and the motion

passed

Mr. Robertson stated that they have line item tables that detail the Non-Motorized
Needs Plan that present the various segments of the projects. He stated that the tables
show if the project was identified in a previously studied plan such as the Bike/Ped
Action Plan, if it came from public comment, or with coordination from a Community
Redevelopment Area, adding that some have references in more than one column as
the project came from multiple areas. The tables are divided between bike lanes,
sidewalks and paths. He explained that the definition of bike lanes is broad and
includes the newer FDOT approved "buffered bike lanes" which allows for a more
robust lane, a wider painted strip between the vehicle and bike lane, as this plan
extends to 2040. In the multi-purpose trails and greenways which are more regional,
these projects came from either the Bike/Ped Action Plan or the State's Priority Trail
Oppo1tunities from the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP).
The next mode, the Transit Needs Plan, is divided between Service Improvements,
Amenities and Maintenance and Operations. Mr. Robertson said he would take
questions at this time. Mr. Barile inquired if they have studied a route from
Hutchinson Island to Stuart. Mr. Robertson affirmed adding that it is included in the
Draft NP with a large amount of information in the TDP. Mr. Robertson said that in
the Roadway Needs Plan Analysis there have been many updates in the Travel
Demand Modeling (TDM) ru·ea. Specifically the enhanced role that the local
govenunents have taken in development of the socioeconomic data which is the base
for the TOM. He said in the time between the 2035 and the 2040 LRTP studies, a
significant effort was taken by the State to adopt the 20 I 0 Census Data and the
updated projections into the TOM. However, with input from County and MPO staff
there is increased confidence in the TDM helps forecast future traffic patterns. Mr.
Robertson continued with his presentation, explaining the work that went into the
Roadway Needs Plan. He summarized the various models beginning with the Base
Year 2010, used to replicate infonnation to provide a comparison as we have the
actual data, which provides ru1 indication as to the accuracy of the model. The
Existing Plus Committed adds in the committed projects from the TIP to the existing
roadway network, and it's ran using the 2040 socioeconomic data. Mr. Robe1tson said
that Needs Plan Model which is running a simulation of the proposed Needs Plan
projects see the measureable benefits. He provided some examples, showing that the
ratio being mapped is model volume to actual traffic count. Mr. Robertson explained
that the higher the ratio the more the model is over predicting the anlount of cars on
the roadway. He provided an explanation of the different roadways as to what the
model is predicting from the 20 I 0 figures and what they have actual numbers for, so
they can determine where the under or over predictions will exist. This lets them
know which roads are prone to have overinflated traffic counts when they are
considering 2040 without the benefit of actual numbers, so they can perform a more
refined analysis to ensure greater accuracy. Mr. Robertson said that the Existing Plus
Committed Model allows them to calculate the volume to capacity ratio which
compared the projected amount of traffic to the roadway capacity. He showed the
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roadway predictions that are at, approaching or over capacity, using this method
cautioning that this is model results only, no additional traffic counts or human input.
He stated that is where the Roadway Level Inventory comes in. He said by applying
the growth rates between the 20 I 0 and 2040 models to actual traffic counts from 2010
you can better project the 2040 volume. Mr. Robertson pointed out there were inflated
trips on Martin Highway and Bridge Road. He said that Murphy Road also typically
gets over inflated by the model. They have reviewed previous models and it' s not
lived up to the actual traffic counts so that's another example where they use actual
figures rather than the model. He said to revise this volume to traffic ratio it is ran
through the filter of the County's Roadway LOS Inventory and he provided the
"Revised Deficiency Map" showing those results. Mr. Robertson said that the
information combined info1mation from the model, the existing traffic counts and the
growth rates developed in the County's Roadway LOS Inventory. He pointed out that
the remaining roadways shown may actually be deficient in 2040 if no fuither
improvements are done other than those noted in the TIP. He named a few of the
roadways shown to be deficient, portions of Cove Road and Pomeroy Street to name a
few. He clarified that bridges frequently show up on these maps erroneously due to
the fact that they represent "channelization", however, they actually have a higher
capacity than the rest of the roadway segments as they don't have intersections,
driveways or other interruptions so great concern is eliminated. Mr. Robertson said
that the " Deficiency Map" is what they utilize to develop the "Roadway Needs Plan"
in addition to the recommended capacity recommendations they project the CMP
corridors that were not projecting full capacity enhancements but other mobility
improvements to mitigate needs.
I 0:40 AM. Mr. McDonald suggested that a c losed captioning break be taken at this time
I 0:46 AM The Board meeting resumed.

Mr. McDonald called the meeting back to order at 10:46 A.M.
Ms. Clarke questioned the map showing Palm City Bridge and not the Indian Street
Bridge. Mr. Robertson stated that the Indian Street Bridge [Veteran's Memorial
Bridge (VMB)] is included in the TOM analysis but it is not as visible since that
Geographic Information System (GIS) file had not been updated . He advised that the
VMB is not anticipated to be nearing capacity by 2040 and it does serve as a relief to
the Palm City Bridge.
Mr. Robertson stated that though the VMB was not in
existence at the 2010 base model it was full y considered in the 2040 model. Ms. Scott
inquired if traffic pattern changes due to All Aboard Florida (AAF) were factored in
these results. Mr. Robertson advised that they are giving that consideration as a
separate analysis though it is not shown in this particular model. Ms. Scott asked if
major pattern changes are anticipated. Mr. Robertson advised that there will be delays
but no major pattern changes. Ms. Scott stated that Bridge Road currently appears to
be a problem during portions of the day, how is that factored? Mr. Robertson advised
that it could be addressed using CMP measures as it may be a specific bottleneck
rather than a capacity issue, adding that the Deficiencies Map considers the number of
through lanes. Mr. Smith stated that the Commission deleted changing Cove Road to
four lanes. Is that calculated in this map? Mr. Robertson says it is on page three of the
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handout. He noted that it was removed, however, it is shown as a need by 2040,
adding that it was tested using four lanes and it wouldn' t show up on the map if there
were four lanes. Mr. Barile inquired if a congestion study would be made due to AAF.
Ms. Beltran advised that staff is meeting with District staff next month to discuss that
specifically. Ms. Heard said that the Draft Roadway Needs Plan compared to the
Deficiency Map shows 1-95 and the Turnpike over capacity between Cove and Bridge
Roads. However, north of there on the Turnpike it will become eight lanes even
though it shows to have more capacity than the Cove to Bridge Roads segment. She
asked that it be clarified. Mr. Robertson said that project is from the SIS Plan and no
analysis was performed on 1-95 or the Turnpike. He said they were only included for
planning consistency with FDOT's SIS program and to show capacity. The SIS
projects are delineated in the map legend said Mr. Robertson and he detailed the
different types of lines on the map with their representations. He also elaborated on
some CMP efforts relating to the Monterey Roads and the U. S. 1 Retrofit explaining
how the mobility improvements will mitigate expansion. Mr. McDonald inquired as
to Palm City Road as the City of Sturut is showing it at almost full capacity and he's
not seeing it addressed on this map. Mr. Robertson advised that it wasn' t shown as
neru·ing capacity by 2040. Mr. McDonald requested Ms. Beltran provide the Board
with those numbers at a later date. Comments were made about the improvements to
the models and their projections. Ms. Heard inquired as to the number of lanes on 1-95
and the Turnpike in the counties to the north or south of Mattin. Mr. Robertson
advised that it would be consistent with the SIS Plan which is being used in these
maps. He wrapped up his presentation saying that they will be moving into the
Financial Resources Analysis, Project prioritization and ultimate Cost Feasible Plans
later in the year. Mr. Robertson advised that they are on schedule to complete the
plruming process and have it ready for adoption by the end of the year just prior to the
required due date to the Federal Highway Administration (FHW A) and FDOT.

Mr. John Haddox made a motion to approve the LRTP Draft Needs Plan. Mr.
Smith provided a second. The Motion passed unanimously.
9. COMMENTS FROM FDOT
Ms. Lisa Maack advised that the Depa1tment is working on the Florida Transportation
Plan which is a year-long process. She advised that there will be meetings in August and
September of which she will keep staff as well as the Board advised of the progress.
10. COMMENTS FROM ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERS
None.
11. COMMENTS FROM BOARD MEMBERS
None.
12. NOTES
Ms. Beltran advised that the Qua1terly Progress Report for the third Quarter was included
in the agenda. She advised that the CMP tiers one and two along East Ocean Drive were
handed out before the meeting which were previously reviewed and approved by this
Board. She advised that there are recommendations that will be included in the LOPP.
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13. NEXT MEETING:
June 15, 2015
14.ADJOURN
Mr. Smith provided a motion to adjourn. Ms. Scott provided a second. The meeting
was adjourned.
Recorded and Prepared by:
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